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ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe an investigation into the dynamic relationships between physician practice behavior, patient information, and chronic disease outcomes. Using data from a study of 1000 patients with adult type 2 diabetes we develop a dynamic computer simulation model of archetypical diabetic patients. Simulated patients are specified as sets of standard and fuzzy logic rules that represent physiological and psychosocial disease parameters. The model captures the time-dependency of treatment dose-response as well as the dynamic psychosocial effects of physician treatment moves as reported in the medical literature and as expressed by experts in the treatment of type 2 diabetes. Using the simulation model we study the behavior of physicians who attempt to manage a variety of archetypical patients across multiple encounters, with feedback and time delays spanning multiple years of patient experience. Using both time-series and process data, we partition variation in physician behavior into a macrostructure of treatment outcomes and practice goals, and a microstructure of physician treatment moves in response to patient data. For each simulated patient, we determine conditions under which practice goals are pursued by means of a (feedforward) strategy in which physicians make decisions and choose clinical moves based on predictions of the future patient states, versus a (feedback) strategy in which physicians make decisions and choose treatment moves based on information about the patient’s current state and context of care. For each patient archetype and physician reasoning strategy, we identify the effect (including time-lagged effects) of variation in patient information on physician behavior and disease outcome.

The Primary focus of health-care policy in the United States is the improvement of care through increased quality, controlled cost, and expanded access. To accomplish these goals, efforts are aimed at various levels of the health-care system, from changes in the overall structure to changes in patient self-care behavior. Perhaps the most common target in this spectrum is the change in physician behavior. Strategies for changing physician behavior are commonly directed at decreasing practice variability and improving mean outcomes in patient populations. The existence of practice variability and resulting variability in outcomes and costs is well established in the literature (Greenwald et al. 1984; Greenfield et al. 1992; Welch et al. 1994).

Practice variation as a target for intervention follows from the excess cost and unrealized improvement in quality resulting from the less than optimal resource utilization and patient-care decisions. Because resource utilization and patient outcomes are directly related to physician actions, changing physician behavior is at the heart of decreasing practice variation. Achieving
this goal requires understanding physician decision-making in the dynamic environment of the physician-patient interaction. In the project described here, we conduct research that determines how physician and patient characteristics affect decisions made by physicians in the management of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Although it has been argued that improved quality and reduced costs are based on reducing variation in a product or service, the health care system has the important characteristic that services must often be individually tailored to a specific patient's condition. To respond to variation in individual patient needs, variation in services is not only desirable, it may be necessary for maintaining quality of care. We investigate how specific patient information is used by physicians to generate heuristic patient classifications (called patient archetypes) and how this classification is used to further filter patient information and direct physician practice decisions over the course of multiple encounters between a physician and patient.

To study physician decision-making in this context, we need a setting in which we can manipulate patient variables. To do this, we have constructed a series of simulated patients using data from an empirical study of adults with type II diabetes. These simulated patients are comprised of standard and fuzzy logic rules presented in an Automated Medical Record (AMR) environment. Synthetic as well as retrospective clinical data are employed to create the individual patients. Simulated patients are capable of responding plausibly to a large range of physician behaviors. Each simulated patient comprises a dynamic practice environment in which physicians are called upon to make practice treatment decisions. Each physician treats a series of simulated patients. Following each set of treatment decisions, patients update their physiological and psychosocial data for presentation in follow-up encounters. The cycle of physician-patient encounters is continued until sufficient data is recorded.

We use archetypes to represent a principled means of setting patient parameters (i.e., the functions that govern patient responses to treatment moves) based on assumptions about the form of patient adaptation to the condition of chronic disease. The archetypes used in the simulation are based on studies of patient adaptation to the conditions of Type 2 diabetes. Each patient archetype is based on the archive of patient cases from which simulated patients are developed. Mean attribute values (HgbA1c, weight, etc.) for the patients in each archetype category are used to specify the characteristic initial and baseline values. Patient instances in each archetype are generated by either sampling patients in the archetype category in the archive, or by introducing variation in the values of an abstract archetype specification.

Archetypes affect patient data through initialization of patient state and response to treatment moves. The archetype designates rates of change for physiological and psychosocial variables. These values include the physiological, psychosocial attributes and initial narrative that includes the patient history and presenting problem.

Physician subjects in the research reported here are recruited at a variety of levels of specialty practice (i.e. family practice, internal medicine, endocrinologist). Each physician receives a series of cases during a two-hour session. We hypothesize that the patient archetypes guide physician response in managing variation in patient care.
Our analysis focuses on three levels of physician practice-behavior: macrostructure, microstructure and mental models. For the first level of organization we investigate the intention and outcomes of actions undertaken by physicians to achieve specific practice goals (e.g., treat a patient with specific symptoms of adult onset diabetes). We refer to this level as the macrostructure of practice behavior (Manoel & Connolly, 1995). We expect the macrostructure of practice to be organized in terms of a means-ends method of processing (Anderson, 1993) in which sub-goals are addressed by activities whose specific form comprises the elements of physician practice behavior.

Analysis of physician behavior reveals patterns of means-ends activity that are invariant with respect to input variables such as patient type, case-mix and categories of patient data. We hypothesize two types of macrostructure for the behavior of physicians in the current study. We refer to these macrostructures as practice strategies. The first practice strategy is one in which physicians make decisions and choose clinical moves based on predictions of the future patient states. We term this a feedforward practice strategy.

A feedforward practice strategy depends on a mental model that includes dynamic (time dependent) information regarding: (1) the patient’s disease process, (2) the consequences of past and present courses of action, including patient compliance, and (3) knowledge of the way the patient moves through the clinical care system (Freyd, 1987). A feedforward strategy is supported by clinics in which physicians follow individual patients over time and by clinics in which patients are tracked and monitored so that information about patient state (including past compliance) is available (Brehmer, 1990, 1992).

The second type of practice strategy is based on the concept of a feedback (as opposed to feedforward) process. In this strategy, physicians make decisions and choose clinical moves using information about the patient’s current state as he/she appears in the immediate context of care. A feedback practice strategy would be expected in a system in which patients are not followed by specific physicians, but receive care based on whichever provider is available when the need for care arises.

A feedback practice strategy presumes a mental model that is simpler and makes fewer cognitive and organizational resource demands than a feedforward strategy (Brehmer & Allard, 1991). It is also more likely to result in misperceptions of patient state when there are delays or missing information in the patient-care system (Sterman, 1989).

We refer to the second level of organization of physician behavior as the microstructure of practice. We describe this structure by means of clinical moves made in response to specific combinations of patient data and circumstances of clinical care. We expect moves comprising the microstructure of practice to be organized as a method of information processing (Simon, 1975; Anderson, 1993). In the context of medical practice such methods will include features such as information seeking, evaluation of patient state and the current context of care, selection of modality and intensity of treatment, and the decision to escalate or consult on treatment with another provider (Hassebrock & Johnson, 1983).
We hypothesize that for experienced physicians there will be stability (invariance) in the macrostructure of practice behavior and variability in the microstructure of this same behavior. Such a combination of stability and variability is, in fact, essential to successful adaption in complex and changing environments (Hacking, 1992; Manoel & Connolly, 1995). Accordingly, best practice (successful) physicians will be those who are able to achieve consistent outcomes based on tailoring their clinical moves to a variety of patient conditions and circumstances.

The third level of organization is the mental models used by physicians to support the feedforward and feedback strategies of practice behavior (as described above). Mental models in this sense are mechanisms whereby physicians generate descriptions of patient conditions, form explanations of current patient functioning and observed patient data, and generate expectations of future patient states (Rouse & Norris, 1986; Kuipers & Kassirer, 1984; Newell, 1990).

The mental models we investigate support stability in the macrostructure on physician practice. They also enable variability in clinical moves that comprise the microstructure of physician responses to the variation present in clinical care environments (Gentner & Stevens, 1983; Johnson-Laird, 1983).

The work we report informs research as well as health care policy in three ways. First, it provides an empirical foundation for understanding the relationship between variation in physician decisions, individual patient characteristics and variation in the outcome of clinical care. Second, we provide means for extending applications of the Automated Medical Record from the delivery of care to clinical training and decision support. Finally, the work we describe provides resources that may inform the development of clinical guidelines and other improved care practices.
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